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The truth is, Rizal is the Philippines, Rizal is our Tio Adak, and Rizal is the national hero of the Philippines. Rizal is the
real meaning of the word “human”. He speaks the truth. He has the guts to speak what he sees and thinks. He spoke

the truth about the oppression of the Tagalog people in the territories of Sulu, Zamboanga, Samar, and in Puerto Bello.
He speak out about the illegal occupation and oppressive colonial rule of the Spaniards. And, he write down his

thoughts. And, he write the truth. This time, Rizal wrote about the atrocities of the Spanish occupation on the Filipinos,
which Rizal called "ethnic cleansing". Rizal also wrote about the significance of a democratic society and of freedom and

human rights as the guarantee for a progressive and humane society. Ambeth Ocampo, who writes history for the
general public, is a popular figure when it comes to the study of our National Hero, Jose Rizal. In Ocampos Rizal Without

The Overcoat, the author gives readers a closer look at Rizal, including details that will pique anyones attention with
interest and intrigue. Some part of him remains obscured by myth and ideology, but Rizal is not completely lost to us,
as Ambeth Ocampo, early on, admitted in the prologue of his book that Rizal is not dead, but he is very much alive. In
Ocampo's anihilating reclamation of Rizal we are transported to the colonial experience, and the liberation of a captive

mind. Be it the first volume of the complete works of Rizal by co-author Jesli Araneta from 2001, or the recent
compendium by Ambeth Ocampo, this author’s interpretation of Jos Rizal is, in its own way, a fresh and new reading,

even after three decades of Ocampo’s own writing and research. [2]
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This book posits that the revolution is not about the men at the helm. It is about the complete people. In other words,
the Bantugs, for example, whose lives are free of unfair discrimination, for being not even the centipedes Rizal was

describing as "half-blooded Chinese" in his book. I only remember reading the Bantugmemory. But I have read all the
books written by Coates, all the books written by the American historian, and my favorite historians, like Professor

Basilio Bernardo, and I can’t seem to remember the name of this relative of Rizal in the Bantugmemory. I remember
only that he used to frequent the house of the Bantugs. To give the Bantugmemory some context, he can’t have been a
cultural missionary, and his book was written during a period of martial law, when the Bantug family house was under

government surveillance. The only person who got close to Rizal in that period was the seminary priest, Ambeth
Ocampo. To those who would ask me to name the other members of the Rizal family who lived on Esperanza Street, I
can only recall the name of the very first visitor to the house. He was a Brit and was a magistrate at the time. But to

Bantugs, the visitor was Ambeth Ocampo, a friend of the family. And Ambeth’s book was one of the very first, if not, the
very first historical work in the bookstores to proclaim the greatness of Rizal. Publishing company NANYE and best-
selling author Ambeth Ocampo have joined forces to bring us this new collection of haunting poems about historical

Rizal. Weaving the struggles of the young revolutionist from Maginhawa to the Luneta and beyond, with a strong focus
on Philippine history, these poems bring to life what is now a crucial period in our Philippine history. 5ec8ef588b
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